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What’s flying
around….
Can I Interest you in Bathing at Saltcoats?
Editorial by Rob Wilson

Before you react, consider some background
information. I do not refer to bathing in a tub, I refer
instead to a health practice which is known as forest
bathing or shinrin-yoku. A forest bathing trip
involves visiting a forest for relaxation and recreation
while breathing in volatile substances, called
phytoncides (wood essential oils), which have
proven to be antimicrobial.
Incorporating forest bathing trips into a good lifestyle
was first proposed in 1982 by the Forest Agency of
Japan. It has now become a recognized relaxation
and/or stress management technique in Japan
(taken from Wikipedia).
Forest scents, sounds and light have healing effects
which have been measured. Phytoncides enhance
the human immune system. Specific cells of the
immune system, natural killer cells, increase in
response to the phytoncides. These natural killer
cells fight disease, including cancer. A healing
practice called Forest Therapy exists.
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George Murray holding a Tree Swallow
Photo by YFBTA member Laurie Murray

Some Japanese companies have included forest
therapy in employee health care plans.
Yuko Tsunetsugu, of the Forestry and Forest
Products Research Institute in Matsunosato,
Tsukuba, Japan has written about the forest’s
Impact on the human body. Viewing images of
people walking in a forest can decrease blood
pressure and heart rate. It can also decrease
prefrontal activity in the brain leading to feelings of
calmness and elation. Interestingly, blood pressure
and heart rate lowering are also observed when
people are in rooms with 45% or more wood
content. Ingesting phytoncides of a forest through
olfaction or smelling produces the same responses
as when viewing images. Additional effects are a
lowering of anxiety and depression as well as slowing of the breathing rate. There are claims that in
the presence of these compounds the mind works
more efficiently. There is evidence that touching
wood can have an effect on blood pressure. Blood
pressure and brain activity decrease when exposed
to the sound of water flowing over rocks in a forest.
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The literature on Shinrin-yoku mentions a few further
benefits: stress reduction, lowering of blood sugar,
increased concentration, and diminished pain.
With an awareness of possible health benefits of
forest bathing you may be ready to try it. I invite you
to consider a visit to the community of Saltcoats.
With a little exploration you will find the Leflay Trail
located in the Saltcoats District Regional Park. The
Leflay Trail sports newly installed signs directing you
along a series of paths which can be utilized for
plant identification, bird watching and forest bathing.
These trails can be accessed from the Regional
Park at no cost.

Before the breeding season the bills, pouches, and
facial skin become brightly coloured.
If you have observed swimming pelicans, you will
have noticed how buoyant they are in the water.
This is as a result of air sacs in their skeleton and
beneath their skin that the they are able to inflate at
will. Fossil evidence suggests that pelicans have
been around for at least 30 million years.

Do you have an hour or two to spare? Take a hike
and have a bath at Saltcoats. Anytime is a good
time for a forest bath. You will connect with nonhuman forms of life that reside in our region. It may
elevate your spirit and improve your health.
It may become a “first” - first time you take a bath
without getting wet.
Photo by Martin Phillips

A Few Words on Pelicans
in Saskatchewan

Pelicans, one of the largest birds in North America
(the White Pelican is the only Pelican indigenous to
Saskatchewan) are approximately 5-9 kg and have a
wing span of up to 2.9 meters.

Pelicans live and nest in colonies. Flocks often
forage cooperatively by circling small fish and
driving them into shallow water where they are
easier to catch. Courting and pairing begins shortly
after birds arrive in the spring. Pairs are
monogamous for a single season. Nests, a shallow
depression surrounded by a low rim of gravel, are
usually located on bare open ground. Usually two,
but sometimes up to four eggs are laid with both
sexes incubating the eggs. Chicks feed by reaching
down their parents throats for regurgitated food.
Frequently, because of sibling competition all but
one chick dies within the first few weeks. After
leaving the nest chicks gather in groups called
crèches until they leave the colony at 10-11 weeks
of age. They reach full maturity at three or four years
and can live up to 25 years.

They are characterized by a long beak as well as a
distensible throat pouch (can hold up to 11.5 litres of
water) which is used for catching prey. Their throat
pouch also acts as a cooling device when the bare
skin is fluttered.

Although the White Pelican was listed as an
endangered species during the late 70’s, protective
legislation and public education programs resulted in
it being “delisted” in the late 80’s. As far as I know
populations are stable.

YFBTA member Martin Phillips

One of the benefits of my fishing trips has been the
opportunity to watch pelicans swimming nearby as
well as gliding through the sky on what appears to
be effortless wings. I have observed larger groups
of birds at Lake of the Prairies and Theodore Dam
and a smaller group at Good Spirit Lake. Earlier this
spring while travelling to Saskatoon, I noticed large
numbers of the birds on the water next to that short
stretch of north-south highway [at Dafoe].
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An update on Greater Sage Grouse
Beatriz Prieto

As a follow-up to our previous information on
Greater Sage Grouse, this is a note to update you
on how the Greater Sage Grouse in Saskatchewan
is doing lately.
This spring Ministry of Environment staff have
been busy with field work; this time trying to find
the best method to tell if the birds are coming back
to historical lek sites where staff have been finding
evidence of birds’ presence but unable to detect
any birds following the traditional lek count
methodology. In traditional lek surveys, lek sites
are visited two to three times in the spring, when
the birds are breeding. In Alberta, they found that
even if you cannot find birds during the lek visits, if
you set up a trail camera on the site for a week,
you might be able to “catch” some birds. So this
spring, we tried to use passive surveillance
methods (such as cameras and microphones) to
detect the presence of the birds more effectively.
Seven inactive lek sites were selected and a
control site was set up in an active lek within
Grasslands National Park. Three high resolution
trail cameras (Rekonix) and two omni-directional
song meters (Wildlife Acoustics) were set up within
the perimeter of each site, trying to capture the
general lek site from as far as the terrain allowed
us to. The trail cameras took pictures at five
minute intervals for three hours at dawn and two
hours at dusk. The song meters were recording at
different sample rates for 2.5 to 3.5 hours at dawn
and two to three hours at dusk.
Results are being analyzed by a researcher at the
University of Alberta. The analyses include having
to first define the “signature” of the bird call
through the sound spectrogram and use a specific
software to look for that pattern, thus avoiding
having to listen to the recordings for hours and
simplifying the analysis process.
From a preliminary analysis of the two different
methods: the microphones’ recordings appear
more promising than the cameras for this kind of
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monitoring, as they are easier to set up in the
general area of the historical point location; the
microphones can be placed lower on the ground
reducing the risk of being used as a perching site for
raptors or other predators; and lastly, once the bird
signature is defined, the analysis of the sound is
simpler than that of the pictures.
Hopefully the ministry’s efforts to ensure that a
Greater Sage-Grouse population persists in
Saskatchewan will be successful. Stay tuned for the
research results!

Northern Shrike
Photo by YFBTA member Elaine Pollock

You are invited to
the Yellowhead Flyway Birding Trail
Association Christmas Party.
Why? - to have fun, talk about bird sightings,
meet new and old friends, be entertained, and eat.

Where? - the Stirling Room in the Saltcoats
Town Office building (across from the Post Office)

When? -Thurs. Dec. 5th, 2013 from 5:00 p.m. Happy Hour -Punch, Toonie bar: wine, beer and
appetizers.

What? - It will be a pot luck supper. Supper at
6:00 p.m. Entertainment to follow. Ho! Ho! Ho!
Questions or suggestions - call Gerri 744-2969
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Achieving Effective Management
of Water Quality
Dave Sutherland
The term “water quality” has a broader application than
simply the liquid medium itself. To protect the quality of
water requires protection of whole aquatic systems, from
the bottom sediment to the complex food webs in water
bodies, to the quantity and timing of flows and water
levels.
Although we have made great strides in some areas of
water pollution reduction, persistence of degraded water
quality and aquatic habitat in watersheds such as the
Qu’Appelle River indicate that management is still
inadequate.
Since the major push in the early 1970’s to regulate concentrated pollution sources, such as industrial effluents
and municipal sewage, very significant improvements
have been made in wastewater treatment and handling.
The main challenge over the past 30 years has been to
deal more effectively with non-point pollution sources,
such as urban and rural runoff and the
proliferation of small sources that combine to produce
continuing deterioration or prevent the improvements
expected from upgrading of large point source controls.

Shallow lakes highly enriched with nutrients from rich
prairie soils suffer from low oxygen levels and toxic plant
blooms, especially under long periods of ice cover.
How do we best meet the challenges of cleaning up and
preventing further deterioration of our precious water
resources? How do we meet the demands of expanding
economic development and human population while
providing sufficient water that supports adequate future
human and ecological needs? While the issues are
complex, frequently requiring highly creative research
approaches and waste management solutions, the role of
social values, including economic expectations, is no less
important.

YFBTA ROAD TRIPS
Asessippi Tour
YFBTA member Gerri Knudsen

Managing cumulative effects of numerous small and
dispersed pollution sources, and from land largely
converted to crop and livestock production, has become
the main water quality challenge here, as in most
developed areas of the world. Further reducing water
usage is also a critical component of pollution
management. An emerging issue is how to manage toxic
and persistence pollutants, such as pharmaceuticals,
metals and the thousands of new chemicals being
incorporated every year into products.
Management of water quality in Saskatchewan faces
some advantages but also many challenges resulting
from its climate and geomorphology. Management of
large water users, such as the potash operations, benefits
from the high rate of evaporation relative to precipitation
which eliminates or greatly reduces the need to discharge
wastes. Small municipal sewage treatment facilities are
also able to use evaporation to minimize effluent release.
On the negative side, low precipitation rates provide
minimal dilution for effluents still requiring release, at least
during wet periods, following treatment to modern
standards.

Sucker Spawning at Asessippi Park
Photo by YFBTA member Laurie Murray

On May 11, 2012 a group of seventeen YFBTA members
and 2 guests, one being 6 months old, met at the
Asessippi Beach in Manitoba. We wanted to see the
sucker fish swim upstream to spawn. We watched for the
fish where the Bear Creek surges into the Shell River.
The water was fast, cold and had a high turbidity. We
finally spotted some suckers flipping and swimming near
a shallow edge.

This page is sponsored by Cherrydale Golf and Campground
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There are six types of suckers in the lake which
spawn in the surrounding creeks. They are the
Longnose, the White, the Shorthead, the Silver
Redhorses, the Bigmouth Buffalo, and the Quillback.
Unlike spawning salmon they do not die after
spawning, but return to the lakes.
Our second stop on the tour was to nearby ghost
town site of Asessippi. This site on the Shell River
was established in 1882 by the Shell River
Colonization Company. A dam, a roller process grist
mill, saw mill, shingle factory, brick works and
cheese factory were all built at this site.
The site has excellent historical markers with stories
and pictures on the plaques. The old rock pilings
where the ferry carried the pioneers back and forth
across the river are still standing. The price of a ferry
ride for a two horse wagon was 40 cents; a one
horse wagon 25 cents. The old Boarding house still
stands. It was hoped the railway would pass nearby
but when this failed to happen the community did not
thrive.
Then we headed over to the Provincial Park and had
our picnic lunch beside the dam. We were bird
watching all morning as we toured and in the
afternoon we carried on to the spillway and drove
home via Shellmouth. Some of the more uncommon
sightings were a Western Grebe, Horned Grebes,
Pelicans, Cormorants, Loons, Common Merganser
Ducks, hundreds of Tree Swallows, a bush full of
Yellow Rumped Warblers, and on the way home just
East of Bredenbury, a beautiful Mountain Bluebird.
Animal sightings included muskrats, raccoon, beaver
and a fox.

Here’s a timely way to support YFBTA
YFBTA’s fund-raising committee has produced
Christmas baking for your enjoyment.

Bucolic Buchanan
YFBTA member Val Edwards

Bluebird Road Trip
Photo by YFBTA member
Gerri Knudsen

On a very rainy late June day, members of YFBTA
gathered in The Buchanan Community Centre. The
plan was to explore some of the town’s Doukobor
history with Lorne Plaxin whose family grew up here
and who has documentary and pictorial records of
the early days. After an information session under
cover, we set out to see what we could see.
We stopped to view The Stones Monument on Highway 5. This monument consists of three mill stones
in various stages of manufacture. One of which was
ready to be used to mill grain. We then travelled to
a Doukhobor graveyard where several generations
of Lorne’s family are buried. The cemetery is on a
hill close to the mainstreet of the village of
Norotroitsko (1899 – 1911). We also viewed the
Doukhobor Prayer Home in Buchanan.

Please consider a purchase:
Light or dark Christmas cake
$15
Large Christmas pudding
$15
Small Christmas pudding
$12
Perogies (cheese, onion, potato) $3.50/doz
Order by contacting:
Ron or Gerri Knudsen: 306-744-8140
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Upon completion of the viewing of Doukhobor
cultural sites we turned our attention to a second
objective of our tour of the Buchanan area, an
examination of some of the nesting boxes along Bill
Anaka’s bluebird trail. We checked a few boxes
along Highway 47. We observed young bluebirds
and Tree Swallows. Gerri Knudsen compiled an impressive list of the birds sighted. Some were
species I had not seen before.
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We retreated from the rain to a dry Community
Centre for a lunch break. Further bird watching and
flower hunting was put on hold by the weather.
Once the group departed for home, the sun decided
to come out.

The Crooked Bush
YFBTA member Lisa Hermiston

For several years, I have had a visit to the Crooked
Bush in the back of my mind. The place has
intrigued me; the uniqueness and mystery are
compelling.
So, in July, YFBTA member Marcel Pelletier and I
travelled to an area near Hafford to check it out. The
bluff of aspen trees is located northwest of the town
site, and the directions are clearly given. Unlike the
surrounding aspen bluffs, which grow straight, the
trees in this bluff are all twisted together and some
of the branches actually loop back on themselves.

Young Bluebirds
Photo by YFBTA member Margaret Phillips

YFBTA.com
YFBTA member Jim Huziak

There is a boardwalk to take visitors through and
see the trees up close. Scientists have studied these
trees and analysed both the trees and the soil in
which they grow. One study that eliminated soil
abnormalities had scientists take cuttings from the
crooked trees to Saskatoon and grow them in new
soil. They still grew crooked, and confirmed the
mutation was in the tree genetics. Whatever the
cause of the twisting, it sure was interesting to see!
You can read more about this Saskatchewan
landmark by visiting www.sasktourism.com and
searching “crooked bush”.

The YFBTA web site is in effect an expanded
electronic newsletter which is published in response
to events rather than on a set date.
While this paper newsletter you are reading is
exclusively for the benefit of members, a web page
goes beyond that. Its broader purpose is to present
casual members, and especially non-members, with
a source of information about the YFBTA that they
would not normally have access to unless they
attended all meetings and events.
The more active you are as a member, the less the
web site is of direct benefit to you, but that's not its
purpose. The YFBTA web address should be considered our business card and ongoing advertising
campaign.
Be sure to pass it out freely and often.
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Photographer unknown

Focus on Frogs
Awareness precedes action: check this out.
http://ed.ted.com/lessons/disappearing-frogs-kerrym-kriger
Submitted by YFBTA member Shevon Wilson
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Under Cover
YFBTA member Arden Bradford

We were calving in late February and March that
year. The weather forecast was for a severe storm
starting in the late afternoon and through the night
so I went out to the corrals in the afternoon and put
every cow that I thought might calve that day in the
barn. It’s an old barn and the vent screens at the
top of the gable ends have fallen off and the birds
can fly in and use the loft for shelter.
I went up to the loft to throw hay down to the cattle
below and I saw that the Horned Owl had the high
ground to the west and the pigeons were on the
east side near an exit hole. The pigeons looked
nervous and the owl satisfied with the
arrangement. So there we were cows and birds
under cover as the storm bent the shelterbelt trees
and pressed them down with wet snow.
The storm was in road gear at three o’clock that
morning when I went out to the corrals to check
the herd. There were two new calves born in the
corrals, one standing tough against the storm not
far from the barn and I was able to quickly move
that calf and its mother into the barn. The second
calf was lying limp and very big at the farthest
darkest end of the corral. I knelt down to pick that
calf up and the cow came up and knocked me
over. She did that two or three times more and got
madder and madder each time.
I gave up and went to the house and woke Donna
up and told her I needed help getting this calf to
the barn. She got dressed and we went out into
the storm. We stopped at the barn and she got a
cow stick and we went across the corral to the calf.
I got down and picked that calf up and got him
balanced in my arms and set off across that lumpy
corral. Behind me I could hear Donna yelling at
that cow and I could hear the swish of that cow
stick and the whack at the end of that swish and I
never looked back until I the calf was in the barn.
My back was under cover that night and has been
for more than forty years.
The calf died as I laid it down in the straw.
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Young Readers’ Corner
Visiting the Farm
Brennen Schoenau

It is fun when I visit my step grandma and grandpa
Maier's farm. Seeing all the animals is exciting for a
city boy from Victoria. I am just visiting my Dad for
the summer.
I named a baby cow Lucky. I go on quad rides all the
time. We feed the cows all the time. My step
grandpa bought a new tractor but I like the old one.
Here is a picture of me fishing with my dad, my
brothers and step-grandpa Morley at Cut Arm Creek.
I don't like leaving but I know that my step grandma
and grandpa will be waiting for me.
Editor’s note: Brennen - thank you for contributing to our
newsletter. I hope that the Perch will be
waiting for you too.

Visiting the farm
Photo by YFBTA member Paula Maier

Looking for interest and/or help
Interested in:
Writing?
Editing?
Formatting?
Seeking contributors?

Contact Rob Wilson
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A Reminder from the Yorkton
Film Festival

Are you willing to continue as a member
of YFBTA in 2014?

YFBTA member Kathy Morrell

The Yorkton Film Festival has a huge collection of
films that we lend free of charge to individuals and
organizations. This year we’ve created a special
DVD of nature films, a compilation co-sponsored by
the YFF and Nature Saskatchewan. If you’re
interested in the nature films or films about any other
topic, drop into the office in Yorkton or contact me.
We’ll try to find just the DVD you want.
Along with this reminder, I’d like to express my
sincere gratitude to members of the YFBTA who
attended our 2013 festival screenings and to Walter
Farquharson and Arden Bradford, panelists who
commented on the film, Invitation to Nature. Brandy
Yanchyk, the filmmaker, was delighted with the
participation of the YFBTA. The YFF staff and board
were so pleased they look forward to a repeat event
in 2014.
Kathy Morrell
Outreach Coordinator
Yorkton Film Festival (YFF)
kmorrell@sasktel.net

While it is not necessarily “time” to renew your
membership in YFBTA, this is the last newsletter of
our YFBTA fiscal year. YFBTA will happily accept a
2014 renewal at any time.
A membership COULD serve as an appreciated gift
for the budding naturalist in your family or circle of
friends. We have grown from an association with
approximately 12 members to one with nearly 100
members. We also enjoy a number of supporters
and followers on our Facebook page, our blog and
our website. We require a strong membership to
make our newsletters feasible. Our enviable large
membership justifies the creation and distribution of
this newsletter (in colour). It is your support that
motivates the directors and volunteers to “carry on”.
I invite you to consider an early renewal. You will
find all the information that you need to assist with a
new membership or a renewal on our website at
www.yfbta.com. If you would like a little more
information contact one of our directors.

The Leflay Trail Management Committee thanks the
Town of Saltcoats, the Saltcoats and District Regional Park Board and the YFBTA
for supporting the initiatives taken to refurbish signage on the Leflay Trail.
The committee seeks further donations for directional and interpretive signage and trail extension
within the Regional Park. Additional information is available on the YFBTA website.
Tax receipts are available for donations made through the Town of Saltcoats.

Memberships and Renewals:
Martha Karau
Phone (306) 896-2660
Box 403 Churchbridge, SK S0A 0M0
E-mail: marwal @sasktel.net
Photos, Letters, Articles for Newsletter:
Rob Wilson (Editor / Publisher)
Phone (306) 744-8140
Box 329 Saltcoats, SK S0A 3R0
E-mail: rjwilson@sasktel.net
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